
In addition to being the sequel to The Nonviolent Atonement (2001), J. Denny Weaver's most recent book has a forty-year-old point of origin. He explains in the preface that his book about a nonviolent God is part of an intellectual quest that emerged during his first year of college teaching in 1974. The two-part query at the heart of this journey is this: how do we articulate what Jesus' rejection of the sword and violence means for christology, and how do we make this perspective more visible in our theology? On his quest, Weaver is greatly indebted to John Howard Yoder. Indeed, Yoder's work and instruction help Weaver develop his methodological impulses--both to insist on the Jesus story as the beginning point of Christian theology and to be wary of systematizing the theology flowing from this narrative (7-8).

Weaver's strategy for developing his central thesis--that it is "the God of narrative Christus Victor ... who saves through the power of the resurrection and the restoration of life" rather than the God of classic theology whose modus operandi sanctions violence--is to pose three questions and then answer them using doctrinal categories found in systematic theology while avoiding offering a classically systematic response (2ff). The queries Weaver's theologizing draws out and addresses are 1) What makes the Jesus story salvific? 2) What does the saving quality of this story mean for us as twenty-first-century Christians? and 3) Since God was fully present in Jesus, what do we know about God through this revelation?

Given these questions, Christology, soteriology, atonement, and ecclesiology (including ritual practices like baptism and communion) become the primary systematic "signposts" that Weaver uses to direct his discussion. So while Weaver does not seek to offer his answers as dogmatic proposals, he does aim to give a set of programmatic rather than experiential answers (7). While dogmatic and programmatic are synonymous in their intentions of making certain beliefs or ways of believing normative, the difference between them in this instance is...
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